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Introduction
In this module each senior will learn how to use Smartphones/Android or
tablets, not only their most essential functions (calling, sending text messages) but also some more advanced options they offer. Nowadays technology changes much faster than seniors can keep up. Devices with
touchscreens are very common, so that’s why it’s so important to take
care of seniors skills, so they do not feel like outsiders. Seniors have specific needs, during this module they are going to have a chance to set their
devices up in the way they consider as useful. This module is going to focus on showing possibilities of different applications and encouraging seniors to make use of them. Security of devices and online Security are a big
issue nowadays. It’s important, that seniors are aware of current threats
and know how to cope with them.
Learning Outcomes:
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 Setting up smartphones/tablets
 Rising knowledge of network security systems which can be used
by seniors
 Sending messages, MMS
 Downloading and use of applications
 Using more functions of smartphones/tablets (for example: checking e-mail, surfing on the internet, recording, etc.)
 Taking and editing pictures
Instructions/tips for teachers:

In each training section the trainer should check if each senior has managed to
accomplish the task. If not, he/she helps participants to find the proper function and to use it, bearing in mind that smartphones made by different companies may have different settings / menus / layout. The higher the level of
training, the more independent participants should be in their activities.
You should adjust attitude to the participants’ level: the more advanced they
are, the less detailed instructions they should get from you during the training.
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Topics: Smartphones/Android Tablets
1. Setting up your device: basic information about
Smartphones/Tablets, Easy
Duration: 10 minutes
Smartphones are phones with which you can make calls and send messages. At the same time, they have a touch screen, they have access to
the Internet, which allows you to surf on the Internet. There are 3 main
types of smartphones: iPhones - made by Apple, Android phones - e.g.
Samsung, Sony and Windows phones - made by Nokia. The most popular
system is Android.
Smartphones offer many possibilities to their users. They allow you to
send photos, conduct videoconferences, install applications, use the
alarm clock, calculator, listen to the radio, record sound, take notes, fill in
the calendar, zoom in on images, use Wi-Fi, flashlights, Hotspot or
Bluetooth.
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Tablet is a touch screen computer that tends to be light, wireless and
portable. It’s not controlled by mouse but by touching images on the
screen. Its screen is smaller than the one from a regular computer, so it’s
easy to take it with you everywhere.

Instructions/tips for teachers:

You can start this session with a question: What is a tablet? Is it different from
a smartphone? If yes, what is the difference?
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2. Setting up your device: navigating on the touch screen, Easy
Duration: 10 minutes
Each participant is going to try to navigate on his/her smartphone i.e.
scroll from one screen to another, zoom in, zoom out, use the bottom
buttons (“back”, “home screen”), switch the smartphone on and off. The
trainer is showing very slowly the way how to do this (helping/ repeating
if there is any need).
Instructions/tips for teachers:

Let seniors check all options very slowly. Keep in mind that seniors might need
more time to complete all tasks. Don’t rush them.
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3. Setting up your device: using the smartphone top menu, Easy
Duration: 10 minutes
Each participant is going to enter the smartphone top menu and search
for basic functions like volume or flashlight. Participants will find out what
the airplane mode is and how to use it. The trainer is showing very slowly
the way how to do this (helping/ repeating if there is any need):
Swipe down from the top of the screen to see the menu. Swipe down
again to see all the icons. Touch icons to switch functions on or off. Switch
your mobile in the vibration mode. Change sounds volume using the
menu or the hard buttons on your smartphone (if available). Switch the
flashlight on. Put the smartphone on the airplane mode.

Instructions/tips for teachers:

If the light in the classroom is on, turn it off when switching flashlight on.
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4. Using smartphone for communication: calling and adding contacts, Easy
Duration: 10 minutes
Each participant is going to add at least 2 contacts to his/her contact list
and to call somebody. The trainer is showing very slowly the way how to
do this (helping/ repeating if there is any need):
Add another participant to your contact list. From home screen touch the
icon with a phone. A button with “+” is going to appear
. Click it and
there is going to be a few cells, read instructions and put right information
to right cells. When everything is filled out press “save”. Repeat this same
action, saving another number. Then call one of the persons you have
added to your contact list. At the end, dial a number written on the board
and call it. If somebody calls you, don’t answer.
Instructions/tips for teachers:
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If there is a will to exchange telephone numbers between participants, allow
some time and space for it (remember to extend the time of this activity).

5. Using smartphone for communication: using notifications, Easy
Duration: 5 minutes
Each participant is going to understand and use the notifications. The
trainer is showing very slowly the way how to do this (helping/ repeating
if there is any need):
After the previous activity you should have some unanswered calls. It
means a notification should appear on the top of your mobile screen.
Swipe down the screen from the top in order to see it and react to it. If
there was a missed call notification, click and look for an icon with a phone
so you can call back.
Instructions/tips for teachers:

If in the meantime someone has received a message, inform her/him that soon
you are going to talk about it in another activity.
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6. Using multimedia: taking pictures and zooming in, Easy
Duration: 10 minutes
Each participant is going to take some pictures and learn how to find them
later on the phone. The trainer is showing very slowly the way how to do
this (helping/ repeating if there is any need):
From home screen touch “Camera”, then direct device to a place or person who is going to be on a picture and press the button which appears
at the button of screen. Then use the front camera for a “selfie”. You can
also use the camera zoom as a magnifying glass! Just direct to any object
and zoom in to see it in details. From home screen touch the gallery, so
you can see the picture you have already taken
Instructions/tips for teachers:
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If participants don’t have the gallery on their home screen, show them how
to find the list of all applications installed on their smartphones (the way to
do it may differ from one device to another). It would also be useful to help
seniors to put the gallery icon on their home screens.

7. Using smartphone for communication: writing messages and
sending text messages and MMS, Easy
Duration: 15 minutes
Each participant is going to write and send text messages and MMS. The
trainer is showing very slowly the way how to do this (helping/ repeating
if there is any need):
From home screen touch “Messages”, where we click “create a message”,
then appear 2 cells: one for typing the number (or choosing a number
from the contact list) and second for writing a message. To type the number touch the cell, when cursor appears you can start enter the number
(use numeric keyboard which appears on the screen). Then touch another
cell, when cursor appears you can start to write message with the keyboard at the bottom of the screen. It might take some time, especially for
seniors who are not used to type on such keyboard. To type capital letters,
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use the key with a flesh up. To type special letters (for example ą, ü, é),
press the key with the basic letter for a while and choose the right letter
from the menu that appears. When the message is completed it’s time to
find button “send” and click it.
To send MMS participant also has to get to messages and click “create a
message”, then insert the number to whom the MMS will be sent in the
first cell. Next to the typing cell there is an icon with camera which has to
be pressed, then the gallery with pictures appears. Each user has to
choose one picture and then click the button “Send”. Participants can use
any pictures that were taken during the previous activity.

Instructions/tips for teachers:

Before starting the activity you can ask seniors: in which situations do you think
writing messages is useful? When is it better to call?
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8. Connecting to Wi-Fi or Internet, Easy
Duration: 10 minutes
Each participant is going to connect to Wi-Fi or to the Internet. The trainer
explains the difference and underlines the possible costs of the data transfer. Then he/she shows very slowly the way how to do this (helping/ repeating if there is any need):
- Wi-Fi
Swipe down from the top of screen, there is a Wi-Fi icon . Touch it for
a while, move the slider to turn Wi-Fi on. If there are a few networks,
choose one and type password when needed (this icon appears next to
the Wi-Fi that requires a password). Then go home screen and you can
use a browser to look for information.
- Mobile Data
Swipe down from the top of the screen, there is a Data icon (2 vertical
arrows)

. Touch it, it should change color when it’s ready.
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Then go home screen and you can use a browser to look
for information (enter key words in the Google widget
on the home screen, then click “search” i.e. a magnifying glass on the keyboard).

Instructions/tips for teachers:

Don’t forget to tell participants they should remember to connect only to secure
Wi-Fi.

9. Setting up your device: Setting lock on smartphone SIM card,
Easy
Duration: 10 minutes
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Each participant is going to secure his/her SIM card. The trainer is showing
very slowly the way how to do this (helping/ repeating if there is any
need):
From home screen or from the top menu touch settings, then look for
Security and touch it. Touch “SIM card lock settings” and move the slipper
to activate locking SIM card. Enter 4 numbers to secure SIM card, then
repeat it and save changes.
Instructions/tips for teachers:

There can also be other types of locking the screen like: pattern, fingerprint or
race recognition. It will be explained on the hard level course.
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10.Setting up your device: checking the operating system on participant’s smartphone, Medium
Duration: 5 minutes
Each participant is going to check what kind of operating system he/she
has on his/her smartphone. This information is necessary for installing
some applications or connecting other devices. The trainer is showing
each step which should be completed and partly helping if anybody gets
stuck:
Enter “Settings” (from the home screen or the top menu), then enter
“About phone” or “About device” and look for the right information.

Instructions/tips for teachers:
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Before explaining how to check the operating system, ask the open question: why
should I know it? What for do I need it?

11.Setting up your device: setting fonts, Medium
Duration: 5 minutes
Each participant is going to set fonts adjusted to his/her needs. The trainer
is showing each step which should be completed and partly helping if anybody gets stuck:
From home screen or from the top menu touch “Settings”, then enter
“Display”, afterwards “Fonts”, check sizes and at the end choose one by
clicking it. Inside applications you can always zoom the text in and out
with your fingers.
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Instructions/tips for teachers:

There is also a possibility to change font type. You can suggest to change it during
this activity.

12.Using smartphone for communication: setting ringtones for calls
and notifications, Medium
Duration: 10 minutes
Each participant is going to set ringtones adjusted to his/her needs. The
trainer is showing each step which should be completed and partly helping if anybody gets stuck:
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From home screen go to the top menu, choose “sound”, set the volume
of different types of sounds. Click on “details” in order to set a ringtone
you like – separately for calls and notifications. When you choose a ringtone from the list, it will be played, so that you can hear it. Mark the one
you like in order to save any changes you have made.

Instructions/tips for teachers:

When all participants try to choose a sound they like, it can become quite noisy.
Show/remind them how to turn volume down.

13.Using smartphone for communication: setting favourite contacts
for fast calls, Medium
Duration: 10 minutes
Each participant is going to choose the most frequently used contacts and
set “speed dial numbers”, as well as add them to “my favourite” contacts
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group, in order to be able to call them easily. The trainer is showing each
step which should be completed and partly helping if anybody gets stuck.
From the home screen touch contacts. Choose “Speed dial numbers” from
the menu and set the three most frequently used contacts to any numbers you like. Then go to the dialing screen and press the set numbers to
choose the desired contacts in a fast way.
In the second step, go to the contact list, choose a frequently used contact, go to “i” (information) and click on the star next to the contact name.
When you go back to the contact list, this person will be on the top of the
contacts list.

Instructions/tips for teachers:

At the beginning of this activity allow some time for participants, so they decide
which numbers to use in “my favourite” contacts.
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14.Downloading and use of applications: creating a google account,
Medium
Duration: 15 minutes
Each participant is going to create a google account. The trainer is showing
each step which should be completed and partly helping if anybody gets
stuck.
Enter a web browser and type www.gmail.com, then click “Create new
account”. Enter your nickname (your name and surname can be occupied,
so try to find another name), then password (remember to set a strong
password), repeat it and your account is ready to use. Go back again to
www.gmail.com and enter your nickname and password, now you can
send e-mails (click on plus
, enter an e-mail address, type subject and
content and then click send). You can also use a dedicated Gmail application for sending e-mails.
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Instructions/tips for teachers:

Ask seniors to write a message to you. Write your e-mail address on the
board, so that everybody can see it.

15.Downloading and use of applications: personalizing google account, Medium
Duration: 10 minutes
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Each participant is going to personalize his/her google account. The
trainer is showing each step which should be completed and partly helping if anybody gets stuck.
Enter your google account (www.gmail.com), touch settings
, then
“see all settings”, stay in general part. Scroll down a little bit and you will
find the cell called “Signature”. Inside this cell you can put name, surname
and any other information which you like. There can be also an image.
Don’t forget to save changes. Your next message is going to have a signature.

Instructions/tips for teachers:

There are also other options, which might be switched on or off (autocorrect,
Undo Send, Dynamic e-mail, Grammar, Vacation responder).
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16. Downloading and use of applications: Google Play and downloading applications, Medium
Duration: 20 minutes
Each participant is going to download at least 2 applications. The trainer
is showing each step which should be completed and partly helping if anybody gets stuck:
A mobile application is a type of software used on a mobile device
(smartphone, tablet, smartwatch etc.). Originally mobile applications
were designed for simple functions such as: calendar, alarm clock. Later
used for mobile games, GPD, bank transfers, ticket purchases and much
more. Apps can be downloaded from Google Play Shop for Android system, some of them are for free, for some customers have to pay.
The most popular applications for seniors:
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Facebook – it gives possibility to communicate with other people, send
messages, show pictures, make video calls. It’s a great tool to stay in touch
with family and friends, stay informed on what everybody has been up to,
but also share what’s going on seniors’ life by uploading photos or write
posts on the wall. If you want to get more information how to use Facebook, please go to module 2 (Communication and cooperation). Module
5 (Digital Citizenship) shows how to set up facebook page.
ShopWell – it’s an application which helps seniors to match food to health
needs. After setting up a profile by user, shopWell makes a shopping list
for nutritious products. It also gives healthy alternatives for favourite
food, let discover new products which fit to user’s profile.
There is also special application called “Magnifying Glass with Light”
which helps seniors to read small print by zooming objects. This tool uses
flashlight to read text in dark places, so reading menu in a restaurant,
reading medicine description or serial numbers on different devices won’t
be so stressful.
Enter the top menu and turn on Mobile data or Wi-Fi. Touch home screen
and search for a list of installed applications. In most smartphones it’s
enough to swipe the screen up to enter it. In older versions it might be a
special icon showing a list of applications. Then touch “Google Play”. In
the browser enter the name of application which you want to install (for
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example What’s app). Press green button “Install”. Wait for a while, after
a few seconds there is going to appear information that the installation is
completed. Enter the application, give your telephone number and insert
verification code. Then give the application access to your contacts. Now
you can enjoy using the application.

Instructions/tips for teachers:

Start discussion about information/applications which can be useful for seniors.
What do seniors need?
If they describe precisely a requirement, try to find the application that meets
their need (by searching browser). Then download it together, even if it is different than the one in the guide.
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17.Downloading and use of applications: using applications for communication (What’s app, Viber), Medium
Duration: 10 minutes
Each participant is going to send messages and call different people via
What’s app/Viber. The trainer is showing each step which should be completed and partly helping if anybody gets stuck.
To repeat the practice part from last activity, seniors are going to decide
if they want to download Viber or What’s app application. Then seniors
try to do this by themselves. If there is a need to give instructions, it’s
good to say it step by step, so nobody is lost.
Click on What’s app icon.
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Then click tab “Chat” (1) and click the chat icon (2)
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select a person to whom you want to send a message, then type your text
in the cell at the bottom.
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If you want to call anybody choose a person you want to talk from “calls“
tab, next to her name you can select one of the two options:
Call or video conversation. To talk and
see your interlocutor click small video
icon. If you want only talk with somebody, just click a phone. Call another
participant using a video.
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Click on Viber app icon .
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Then click tab “Chat” (1) and later the icon chat (2)

select a person to whom you want to send a message, then type your text.
If you want to call anybody enter “call” tab (1), choose a person you want
to talk, next to her name you can select one of the two options:
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Call or video conversation (2). To talk and see
your interlocutor click small video icon. Call another participant using a video.

Instructions/tips for teachers:
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Start explaining how to use What’s app and then continue with Viber. While explaining how to use What’s app, ask participants who prefers you use Viber for
exchanging telephone numbers, so they will be able to send messages to each
other.

18.Using multimedia: taking pictures and using advanced settings,
Medium
Duration: 10 minutes
Each participant is going to take pictures using different functions offered
by a smartphone (zooming in, zooming out, switching flash on and off,
picture quality etc.). The trainer is showing each step which should be
completed and partly helping if anybody gets stuck.
Touch home screen and enter camera application. At the top, there are
different icons. Explore all the functions available while taking pictures.
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Instructions/tips for teachers:

Ask seniors to take a picture which zooms your laptop using sepia mode.

19.Using multimedia: Recording videos, Medium
Duration: 10 minutes
Each participant is going to record a video. The trainer is showing each
step which should be completed and partly helping if anybody gets stuck.
Each participant is going to record a video using possibilities which give a
smartphone. The trainer is showing each step which should be completed
and partly helping if anybody stuck.
Touch home screen and enter camera application. Click red button (next
to button to take picture) to start, click again to finish recording.
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Instructions/tips for teachers:

Divide participants into pairs. Each person in the pair is going to record his/her
partner for 10 seconds. They can then listen to what they have recorded.

20.Using smartphone for communication: setting different ringtones
to different contacts, Hard
Duration: 5 minutes
Each participant is going to setting different ringt ones to different people.
The trainer is showing steps how to do it and participants follow him/her.
From the home screen touch contacts, then touch the contact for which
will be assigned a specific ringtone. Edit it and then enter “More“ to display more options. Swipe from bottom to top to access all available options. By default, your contact's ringtone is set to Default ringtone, which
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is the same for all contacts. To modify this parameter, touch Ringtone.
Select one of the ringtones form the list by. Save changes.

Instructions/tips for teachers:

When all participants try to choose a sound they like, it can be quite noisy. Remind them how to turn volume down, if needed.

21.Setting up your device: personalizing the home screen, Hard
Duration: 10 minutes
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Each participant is going to configure his/her personal screen with the
most frequently used applications and/or widgets. The trainer is showing
steps how to do it and participants follow him/her.
On your home screen touch any empty space for a few seconds. An additional menu will appear which allows to change icons, background and a
set of applications that are always available on the home screen. Configure your home screen the way you like. Add a photo in the background
and put at least 3 frequently used apps on it.
Instructions/tips for teachers:

Before giving instructions, divide participants into groups of 3 people and let
them talk about: what kind of functions of mobile phones do they mostly use?

22. Setting up your device: setting lock on smartphone, Hard
Duration: 10 minutes
Each participant is going to set a lock on his/her smartphone. The trainer
is showing steps how to do it and participants follow him/her.
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Why do we set up a PIN or pattern on mobile phones?
- To protect and keep private data
- To be sure that nobody can use our phone without permission
Enter “Settings”, swipe and enter “Lock screen”. There is going to be some
options: PIN, pattern, password or none. Choose the protection you
would like to have. Don’t forget to repeat PIN/Pattern or Password.

Instructions/tips for teachers:

Let seniors choose what kind of lock screen they want to use: PIN, pattern or
password.
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23.Using multimedia: editing pictures, Hard
Duration: 10 minutes
Each participant is going to edit taken pictures. The trainer is showing
steps how to do it and participants follow him/her.
On your mobile phone click Photos application (Gallery of Photos), then
choose the picture you want to edit. Enter the picture and click on “edit”
icon. You will see different filters, which can be used. Click each of them
to see what kind of effects they cause. You can change colors, light, cut,
type, draw something on the photo. Decide which functionality you are
going to use. Don’t forget to save changes at the end.

Instructions/tips for teachers:

If you work with the same participants since the medium level, you can use the
photo they took the previous time (laptop in sepia mode)

24.Using multimedia: downloading pictures to a computer, Hard
Duration: 10 minutes
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Each participant is going to download pictures from his/her Smartphone
to a computer. The trainer is showing steps how to do it and participants
follow him/her.
Connect the smartphone to a computer with a USB cable. When a dialogue box appears on your smartphone, allow accessing data on your
smartphone. Search for a “camera” folder. Choose pictures or videos to
be copied and paste them on a hard drive of your computer. Disconnect
the USB cable.

Instructions/tips for teachers:

Be sure that in the classroom there is a computer and a USB cable.
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25.Downloading and use of applications: deleting and updating applications, Hard
Duration: 10 minutes
Each participant is going to update and delete one application. The trainer
is showing steps how to do it and participants follow him/her.
It’s important to update application or programs on the device. It improves, fixes software or replaces older versions with new functions. Very
often it fixes problems which hadn’t been detected before launching the
program/software/hardware. Very often is free of charge. For example:
updating version 2.0 to 2.1.
Upgrading sets changes, but modifications are significant and substantial.
There is a variety of new features and options which are not in the existing
version. For instances: upgrading windows 8 to Windows 10. Upgrading
might be charged.
Deleting apps: Touch home screen, then “settings” and “application”. Find
the application you want to delete and tap it. Next to the name of the app
there are two buttons: force stop and uninstall. Click “uninstall”, then confirm your decision.
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Updating: Enter Google Play Store app. Tap Menu and swipe till “Settings”, click it. Tap Auto-update apps, then tick the option: Over Wi-Fi
only update applications only when connected to Wi-Fi.
Instructions/tips for teachers:

At the beginning of this activity you can start with a warm-up question: Have you
ever heard of updating? What is it?
You can continue the discussion to explain the difference between update and
upgrade.
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26. Downloading and use of applications: recording voice messages –
What’s app, Hard
Duration: 5 minutes
Each participant is going to record and send a voice message. The trainer
is showing steps how to do it and participants follow him/her.
Open What’s app. Click on chat as you would like to send a message. Next
to the cell where you can type your text, you can find:
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To record voice message touch this icon, as long as you talk. The voice message is recorded only when you keep

. Then send it.

Instructions/tips for teachers:

To avoid a chaotic noise, suggest to record everybody saying this same sentence
or singing this same song.
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27.Downloading and use of applications: creating a group conversation in What’s app, Hard
Duration: 10 minutes
Each participant is going to create a group and send a message to several
people at a time. The trainer is showing steps how to do it and participants
follow him/her.
Enter What’s app application. Choose the “chats” tab. On the right up cor-

ner you can see click 3 dots.
Click them to open the menu. Choose the first option “New group”. Add
group participants by clicking their names. When it’s finished touch
. Then write the name of the group and confirm your wish by taping green
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button.
Now you can send messages to all group members at a time. Create a
group composed of at least 3 different people and send them a message.

Instructions/tips for teachers:

Ask seniors to create a group called Best Friend and send a message “Have a nice
day”.
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28.Downloading and use of applications: google maps navigation,
Hard
Duration: 20 minutes
Each participant is going to use the Google maps navigation. The trainer
is showing steps how to do it and participants follow him/her.
Open Google Maps application on your smartphone.
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Click on the white cell on the top of the screen:
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and enter the address you would like to be navigated to. You are going to
see suggestions (click on of them):
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The app will find your destination on the map. Click “route” at the bottom.
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Then choose the means of transport by clicking: pedestrian, bicycle, car,
public transport (1):
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and click “start” (2) at the bottom. The application will show which way
you should go. There might be sounds instruction too.
Instructions/tips for teachers:

When possible go out and have a short walk, using Google maps application.

29.Setting up your device: network security, how to protect data on
the device, Hard
Duration: 20 minutes
Protecting the data on mobile devices is important. When is not secured
it can be attacked by different kind of viruses or hackers. There are a few
ways as you can do or prevent it:
1. Be sure that your screen is locked. You can choose what kind of protection you use: pattern, passcode, fingerprint or face recognition is
up to you and your device’s possibilities. Each user can decide how
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2.

3.

4.
5.

6.
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long the phone can be idle before locking. It’s good to choose quite
short amount of time, so you are sure it locks even you forget.
Set strong passwords to application you use. The best way is to set
different password for each application, especially for apps which
contain your personal data.
Update your devices. Operating system updates are intended to improve functions, also safety options. Updates can protect the device
from new threats. You can check if your device is up to date by entering “about phone” or “generals” then click “system updates”.
Connect only to secure Wi-Fi. You can find Wi-Fi nearly everywhere.
Be sure that you use only secure one.
When you download application be sure that you found a safe
source (official app stores). You can also check opinions about the
program you are going to install. Cybercriminals create app which
looks similar to the most popular one. Be attentive when you want
to download any app.
Install Anti-Virus Software. There a lot anti-virus programs for PC
computers or laptops, but it doesn’t mean that you cannot use them
to protect your mobile devices.

Instructions/tips for teachers:

Ask a warming-up question: how do you protect your devices?
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Conclusion
The module allows you to learn how to use their mobile phones and/or
tablets in an efficient way. You are encouraged to try different options
and to do everything by themselves. Each of the three modules should
take about 90 minutes. They are organized in such a way that you each
time repeat some skills they had learned at the previous session and then
learn new things.
This concerns such topics as:
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general settings and smartphone personalization,
calling and managing contacts,
media: taking pictures and recording videos,
basic mobile applications,
communication through What’s app / Viber,
mobile security.

The material contains the most popular smartphone functions that can be
used by senior adults.
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